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Commune was eventually forced through in the face of great
opposition: and many of the new mayors were old Bonapartist
officials with administrative experience. The police was re-
organized and placed under the mayors. The new police-
State was rapidly taking shape by the spring of 1874.
But it aroused violent opposition locally, and in April Garn-
betta could write to his friend, Ranc, that he had cnot known
any moment since 2 July 1871 more favourable to Republican
interests. . . . The Law of the Mayors has put the seal on the
popularity of the men and ideas of our party'. In other more
formal ways too the Republic had been made more perma-
nent. By the so-called 'Law of the Septennate', of November
1873, the Presidency of Macmahon had been assured for seven
years, with the old title 'President of the Republic', and a com-
mission of thirty had been set up to prepare the Constitutional
Laws. Everything proceeded on the assumption that the Re-
public had come to stay, but that its institutions could be so
moulded as to blunt the edge of the revolutionary tradition.1
It is significant that Broglie fell from power, like Thiers,
when he was on the point of introducing an important new
constitutional measure. Each was overthrown by the Assembly
as soon as he was about to take a decisive step away from the
purely provisional. Significantly, too, his successor was a sol-
dier—General Cissey. Government was falling into the hands
of the service-chiefs and the fonctionnaires, with a Marshal as
President, a General as Premier, and Bonapartists like Magne
and Fourtou in the key ministries of Finance and the Interior.
This position lasted, with some reshuffle, until, the end of
February 1875, by which time the main Constitutional Laws
had been passed. The Third Republican Constitution was
born, as it died, in the hands of an authoritarian government
of service-chiefs and fonctionnaires. History was to repeat itself
oddly in 1940 with Marshal Petain as President, General
1 On this period, May i873-May 1874,866 G. Hanotaux: op. cit.,
Vol. II, Chapters VI-VII and X; Gambetta: Lettres, Nos. 159-193;
C. Chesnelong: LAvenemnt de la Ripvblique (1934), Chapter I. Text of
the Law of the Septennate in Duguit, Monnier and Bonnard: op. cit.,
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